In this equation ot is the value of y where the line crosses the y axis, and is often called the intercept; L is the slope of the line, the amount of increase in y per unit increase in x. E(y x) is mathematicians' notation for a mean value (misleadingly called an expectation) and the vertical bar shows that the mean is that ofy for a particular value of x, a conditional mean (compare the conditional probabilities that I wrote about in an earlier note). The usual name for y is the dependent variate; x goes by various names, notably the predictor or covariate or (misleadingly, as we shall see) the independent variate. Obvious examples are where y might be the response to a drug and x the dose; or y the head circumference of a baby and x the baby's weight. Notice the important assumption of linearity; this means that a given change in x corresponds to a fixed change in y, no matter where it starts from.
One use of the regression equation is to predict the value ofy that might correspond to an observed value of x on a future occasion. The prediction will not of course be perfect, and the observed value ofy will differ from that which is predicted by the equation. The difference is usually called a residual. The sizes of the residuals can be summarised by quoting their standard deviation (their mean is exactly zero), and this is called the residual standard deviation or residual standard error. Roughly speaking, around 95% of the residuals can be expected to fall short of twice the residual standard deviation.
It is a natural extension of this idea to use two or more covariates simultaneously to predict the value of y. This leads to a multiple regression equation. Starting simply, consider the miniature example in table 1 which shows measurements of height, weight, and chest circumference of 10 army cadets.
The mean chest circumference is 102-6 cm with a standard deviation of 6-78 cm and this suggests that most future measurements of chest circumference from the same population might fall in the range mean ±2 SD, 89 to 116 cm, a width of 27 cm. The standard deviation thus measures our degree of uncertainty concerning the chest circumference of a random individual from this population. We could try to reduce this by predicting chest circumference from height or from weight by doing simple regressions. The standard calculations show that the regression coefficient on height is -0A43 (SE 048) giving a residual standard deviation of 6&86 cm; that on weight is +092 (SE 0.17) with residual standard deviation of 3-32 cm. Comparing the coefficients with their standard errors, it appears that height is useless as a predictor in this small sample. Weight on the other hand may be quite successful, with a highly significant regression coefficient. These conclusions are confirmed by the reduction (or lack of it) in the residual standard deviationcompared with the previous value of 27 cm, the ±2 SD interval measures 27-4 cm when the subject's height is allowed for, 13-3 cm when weight is allowed for.
What This is rather a formidable amount of information for a fairly simple problem and it is important not to be intimidated by it. It is most easily read from the bottom up. You will see that the estimated equation can be written as Chest circumference = 132*66-0-54746Xheight+095709Xweight 
Total 9 316.90 35.211 Table G Regression of heart rate on axillary plu analysis assess the sponding x variable allowedfor. Note that f variance tables for )f data. set of data is shown ie rectal and axillary ates of 10 babies. If ieart rate on the two computer output is the absurd value of stimated mean heart ires are zero. A more ults would have used ch of the x variables.) ts and their standard sappointing -the two given either one, there is no need for the other.
This example along with the previous one illustrates the most important lesson to be borne in mind when confronted with the results of a multiple regression analysis. The magnitude, the significance, and the interpretation of a partial regression coefficient all depend upon what other covariates are included in the equation. There is in general no such thing as the effect of an x on a y; we need to know what other x's are involved and whether they are being controlled for. We should really write the multiple regression equation in the form E(y XlIX2)=t+P.2XI+P2 lX2 far from any kind of so that each of the coefficients refers to the evel. It appears that other x variable as well as to its own. le from the temperaThis underlines the essential problem of )ok at the analysis of interpreting observational (as opposed to ignificant beyond the experimental) data, such as are the rule in it the individual null epidemiological investigations. With such data 2=0 are both quite it is always difficult to ensure that all the t hypothesis (P =0, relevant x variables have been considered rived at a contradic-and properly allowed for. In an experimental )d of statistical analy-setting, the effect of one x variable on another can be eliminated by a careful choice of treatstruct one of the pro-ments, and the possibility of overlooked x ce we get the analysis variables can be coped with by the device of Lture by itself is quite randomisation, a topic I hope to return to in a it adding in axillary later article. This is the reason why experile extra good. mental findings are, potentially at least, more ressive analysis of firmly based than those of purely observational able G). Now There are in fact an enormous number of possible curves which can be fitted using multiple regression. Choice of a curve, including the number of terms to include in a polynomial or other series, should be guided by careful inspection of the residuals.
